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10th anniversary cobra colors

Due to the EU Global Data Protection Regulations, our website is currently unavailable to visitors from most European countries. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit www.motortrend.com for the latest on new cars, car &amp; news reviews, car concepts and auto show coverage, awards and more. Special Edition Before diving into
a unique version of the Terminator, I think it would be worth washing some base from behind on a day when they can be ordered new from Ford. You are actually quite limited to choices, except for body style or color, including two different convertible peaks in 2003. The Order Guide for 2003 and 2004 broke all the features of the vehicle, but for the most
part, you only have to decide if you want a coup (order code 300A), or convertible (order code 350A). It's actually quite pointless trivia, but really, you only have three top options available (with another one added in 2004). The first is to delete the spoiler, which is determined by the 13K code. Next, you can get a chrome wheel by choosing a 64V code. Finally,
there is a California clearance option with its own code and some little variation (that one is really wasted a trivia). After that, other related differences are specifically for, all things, special Edition... 2003: 10th Anniversary For 2003, Ford introduced a limited Cobra model to commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the Special Vehicle Team. This Anniversary
model was actually introduced in November 2002 at the SEMA ANNUAL show, but it was produced only in June and July 2003. With a run of 2,003 vehicles, they are divided by 1,003 in the form of coups and 1,000 as convertible. Although this edition is cobra standard in terms of their mechanical, they are given treatment dressed from Ford to fix them. In
addition to revealing in SEMA, the latest Cobra is also featured in an article by Mustang Times, and Collectible Automobile, which offers more information about the features. Click the thumbnails, and you can also download the 2003 SVT Product Guide with some additional details. Unlike other Terminators, this is only available in three colours: Black (UA),
Silver Metallic (YN), and Torch Red (D3). Interestingly, the Anniversary package isn't actually an extra option for a standard Cobra, but has a unique order code for either a coup or convertible. This time, it will be 325A for coupe or 375A for convertible (if you are completely astute, you will find a mistake on the second picture). Unfortunately, Ford won't make
this a freebie of any kind since the Anniversary edition still brings the exact price tag of around $1,700 more standard version. Although the color of the body is not out of the ordinary, the external changes come in the form of red powder-coated brakes that hides behind the wheels of seven unique seven-talk, as well as a memorial badge on the deck's lid.
However, if you want the car to stand out, this is a great way to go about it. Following along with the red brake calipers, the interior is given the same treatment as the Red Colorado side in not only the chair (all skin), but the door handles the cups on both sides. Not wanting to stop there, Ford adds trim carbon fiber skin to the steering wheel (now unique),
distractation boots, dissurge knobs, and emergency brake boots. To overcome it, the standard floor mats now have the epitome of the 10th Anniversary raided on them. 10th Anniversary Gallery Like other Cobra models, the crew at SVT ensure you know your car is special by sending a welcome letter to accompany the construction certificate. Although the
certificate only shows the sequence number of withdrawals from the whole year, the second letter tells you where your Cobra falls with respect to this run of 2,003 vehicles - a nice touch. Examples of these window documents and stickers from both versions are shown below, along with digital versions of the Anniversary data card only. Under them, there are
also posters printed to commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the SVT - and it is still available via the Ford Show Parts. Grab one before they disappear! 2004: Mystichrome Package Mystichrome Special Edition 2004 Cobra was unveiled on the New York Auto show in April 2003, so if you have your heart set on the next version of the Anniversary at that time,
this one can change your mind. Ford issued a press release announcing the additional package available to the new model and also gave it a spread in the 2004 leafre - little change from the previous year. There is also a 2004 SVT Product Guide - available by clicking the image left. Unfortunately, there is no data card as with the Anniversary edition. If you
know the Terminators, chances are you've seen one with this special DuPont paint at some point, and to say it's uniquely definitely a pivot. Just to explain, this version is the same, but not the same as the 1996 Mystic model. Although they both have shifting colors, for 2004 you get newer technologies with expanded colors. Similar characteristics are also
added to the matching steering wheel and leather chairs - the first. Although only 1,000 were initially scheduled to be produced, the final number was 1,010 - split between 515 seizures and 495 convertibles. Unlike the previous year, Mystichrome was actually an option (the fourth available), rather than a version with a unique order code. If you want, you'll
add a 68M code to your coup or convertible – followed by an additional $3,650. Along with paint and deep trim, all also come with 17 chrome wheels. Unlike the Birthday model, this one uses the front standard Ordinary Dark Charcoal leather mats and trims on shifters and anxiety brek – still look great. Again, the Special Vehicles Squad sends documentation
to the owner indicating cobra's restricted status, including a letter indicating where you fell in the order of expenses. Their examples are all of the above. As a bonus, there's an article that follows the new tular down the line at Dearborn Installation Loji, an American Mustang Club - surely great reading for all Terminator owners. If your Cobra is mystichrome,
better yet. Of the 19,140 Terminators produced, only 15% are Special Editions - just 3,013. Although the built certificate states that all Cobras in 2003 &amp;amp; 2004 was the Limited Edition, realistically, the homage went to the Train Birthday and Mystichrome. As the owner of terminators, however, I agree they are all unique in one way or another. If you
happen to get your hands on one of these in any of these years, it's just cooler! Ford Media Images Mustang Cobra was ingested here. For the Shelby Mustang Cobra, please see Shelby Mustang. The Ford Cobra was ingested here. For the Ford Shelby Cobra, see AC Cobra.Motor vehicle Ford SVT Mustang CobraOverviewProduction1993-2004 model
year79,958 producedBody and chassisClassMuscle carPony carBody style1993:3-hatchback door1994-2004:2-door coupe2-door convertibleLayoutFR layoutPlatformFord Fox platformChronologySuccessor2007 Shelby GT500 Ford SVT Mustang Cobra (also known as SVT Mustang Cobra, SVT Cobra, or simply as Cobra) is a model of a muscle carriage
built in the model years 1993 to 2004 by the Ford Motor Company's Distinctive Vehicle Squad (or SVT, for short). The SVT Cobra is a high-end version of the Ford Mustang, considered top-of-the-line because it was on top of the Mustang GT and Mach 1 models during its production era. On three occasions, the SVT Cobra R variant available on the road is
produced in limited quantities. The SVT Cobra has been replaced by the 2007 Shelby GT500. 1993: Fox-Body small block Cobra Motor vehicle 1993 Mustang SVT CobraOverviewProduction1993 annual modelAssemblyDearborn, MichiganDesignerSpecial Vehicle Engineering (SVE)[1]:43Body and chassisBody style3-door hatchbackPowertrainEngine4.9 L
small block V8TransmissionModified 5-speed T-5 manualDimensionsWheelbase100.5 in (2,553 mm)Length179.6 in (4,562 mm)Width69.1 in (1,755 mm)Height52.61 in (1,323 mm)A 1,255 lb (1,476 kg) Ford Mustang SVT Cobra 1993 was launched during the 1992 Chicago Auto Show. It is the main vehicle of ford's newly established SVT part, designed to
display four features of achievement, material, exclusive and SVT value. [2] The outer part of the 1993 SVT Cobra is the same as that year's GT model with described in the The upgrade is below the body and features a 302 cu in (4.9 L) V8 engine, producing 235 bhp (238 PS; 175 kW) at 4,600 rpm and 280 lb⋅ft (380 N⋅m) tork at 4,000 rpm [3] According to
Road &amp; Track, this can send Cobra through 1/4 miles within 14.5 seconds at 98 mph trap speed (km/8). Acceleration from zero to 60 mph (97 km/h) takes 5.9 seconds. [4] The drivetrain received an upgraded delivery, a rear disc brake, and for the first time at the Mustang factory, the 17-inch unidirectional wheel. The Cobra model received a softer, more
compliant journey than the GT model. This was achieved with specialized model springs and sway bars. The ford section number is listed below. In many cases, Ford has two separate numbers for each section, Ford's production number (the fourth character is Z), and an engineering number. Engineering numbers are usually what is stamped/discarded on
the part itself (the fourth character is E for the engine part, F for electronics, and C for thechasis). The 1993 SVT Cobra short block engine (cylinder block, crankshaft, rod, and piston) was brought from the GT. Model For this, Ford SVT engineer added the following performance items:[5] Cylinder Head — GT-40 High Flow Of Pour Iron Heads was installed.
They were manufactured for a 62.5 cc burning hall. Valve measuring 1.84 (46.7 mm) intake, and 1.54 (39.1 mm). The valve is activated by a 1.7-ratio rockers of Cobra specifically, built of aluminum and produced for Ford by Crane Cams. DivisionAl Numbers: F3ZZ-6049-B (head), F3ZZ-6507-A (recruitment valve), F3ZZ-6505-A (exhaust valve), and F3ZE-
6529-AB (rockers). Manifold's intake - Cobra's top manifold is unique to the Cobra of 1993 and has a diameter of 2.75 (70.0mm) throttle body opening rounds, diverting air to (8) round-stage ports, 1.64 (41.7 mm) diameter. The lower manifold is similar to the GT-40 manifold used by Ford Racing; it redirects the airflow to a rectangular port configuration as
required by the cylinder's head. Division Number: F3ZZ-9424-C (upper manifold) and F3ZZ-9424-D (bottom). Camshaft - Cam is a hydraulic roller type (similar to GT). However, The Cobra cam has a unique specification of 0.479/0.479 (12.2 mm/12.2 mm) intake/exhaust lift, (209°/209°) period at 0.050 (1.27 mm), and separation of loose 118.3°, Divisional
Number: F3ZE-6250-CA. Air/Fuel Delivery — Increased airflow and fuel consumption of Cobra requires these upgraded components: Larger (compared to gt) 24 lb/hour fuel injector, 2.75 (70.0 mm) maf meter, 2.56 (65.0 mm) of throttle body, and matching EGR The specially calibrated X3Z EEC-IV engine control unit runs the system. DivisionAl Number:
F1TZ-9F593-C (injector), FIZF-12B579-AA and F3ZF-12A650-CA (ECU). Accessories – Diameter of crankshaft pulley decreased by (versus GT) to drive under the fernator, A/C, and pump smog, all to increase power. Pulley pump water also decreases in diameter with the same amount to maintain the ratio of pump speed, and therefore a cooling flow. These
smaller accessories pulleys are necessarily shorter serpentine belts. DivisionAl Number: F3ZZ-6A312-A (pulley crank), F3ZZ-8509-A (pulley water pump), and F3ZZ-8620-A (belt). Exhaust — To extract the maximum amount of power from the Cobra power, Ford engineers use mufflers that are tackled with lower restrictions (compared to GT). Although
factory headers and H-pipes remain the same, tailpipes are similar to the Mustang LX 5.0L (Sport) model because they have straight stainless steel tips (not turn-down tips on GT). That's because the Cobra has a revised back fascia, allowing (unlike GT) to exhaust two exposed. DivisionAl Number: F3ZZ-5230-A, stamped F3ZC-5230-CC (RH muffler) and
F3ZZ-5230-A, stamped F3ZC-5232-DC (LH muffler). Drivetrain With the upgrade of the new Mustang SVT Cobra engine output, the Borg-Warner World Class T-5 transmission requires an internal upgrade, allowing it to produce a higher torque capacity compared to the Standard World Class T-5. The upgrade consists of a custom gearing of 1-3 (which is
reduced by 10% and hardened), the 4/5th (just hard) gear is the same as the standard T-5 found in the same LX/GTs. The capacity of holding the Cobra clutch has been increased by means of higher clamp pressure plate using the same 10-inch diameter as GT/LX. Surprise Suspension/Struts – The Cobra outswears the production of surprises and struts to
producers after the Tokico market. The components used have been assessed specifically for new cars. DivisionAl Numbers: F3ZZ-18124-A (front struts) and F3ZZ-18125-A (back shock). Exterior Styling The Cobra features a more submissive style than GT. Paint and Interior Trim The 1993 Cobra is available in four external paint options,[6]:150-1 as shown
in the table below. The choice of interior color is opal grey fabric, black cloth, and opal grey leather. [1]:146 In the table below, the color of the paint marked with an asterisk (*) is a non-clearcoat paint. Red Clearcoat Red Vibration ES Color Paint Code* RD Teal Metallic* UA Black * Internal Trim Code /Ingredient C6 Opal Gray Leather D6 Opal Gray Fabric
Deciphering VIN Code In table below, engine code (in thick) is the only unique code that distinguishes SVT Cobra from The Potato Note that SVT Cobra and Mustang GT hatchback share the same code for body style/model number. [7] Also, the street cobra and the racing Cobra R shared the same code for body style, model number, and engine.
Component Code Means 1 Nation manufacturing 1 United States 2-3 Ford FA Manufacturer System 4 L RestrictionS Active safety belt with guide and passenger air bag in front of 5 Types of Passenger P vehicles 6-7 Body style / model number 42 GT / Cobra hatchback 8 Engine D 4.9 L V8, OHV EFIHorsepower: 235 hp (175 kW) @ 4600 rpmTorque: 280 lb-
ft (380 N-m) @ 4000 rpm 9 Bush digits 0-9 or X Different for each VIN 10 Model year P 1993 11 Factory Installation F Dearborn Assembly Plant 12-17 Number 1000 1-999999 Different for each vehicle 1993 SVT Cobra base price All prices below are U.S. dollars when vehicles are sold new at Ford dealers before any existing options are added. VIN Code
MODEL MSRP Cobra hatchback P42D $18,505[8]:342[6]:150 Cobra R hatchback P42D $25,692[9]:126 Motor vehicle 1993 SVT Mustang Cobra ROverviewManufacturerSVTProduction1993 model year107 producedAssemblyDeborn, MichiganDesignerSpecial Vehicle Engineering (SVE)[1]:43Body and chassisBody style3-door
hatchbackPowertrainEngine5.0 L small block V8TransmissionModified 5-speed T-5 manualDimensionsWheelbase100.5 in (2,553 mm)Length179.6 in (4,562 mm)Width69 .1 in (1,755 mm)Height51.1 in (1,298 mm)Curb weight3,125 lb (1,417 kg) The 1993 Cobra R was the first of three Cobra R models produced, and it was an extremely exclusive vehicle.
[1]:62 As the R designation in its name stands for the Race, the train has no radio, sound magnifier, pendawaian and antenna, cold eraser, lamps, sound suppressor, rear seats, rear safety belts, rear-court games, and roll-up cargo covers, among other items. [1]:62 The chalice had power, but no other choice of power. For example, it has a scroll window, a
manual door lock, and a mirror can be a manual barrel. [1]:62 Also, The Opal Gray's manually runable baldi chair of the LX Mustang is lighter than the GT/Cobra's seat, and a thin grey play guaranteed by Velcro includes a well-stocked hat and rear seating area. [1]:64 The destruction of all these equipment sheds approximately 450 pounds, but it is
somewhat offset by the addition of heavy-duty equipment necessary to allow the car to control the firmness of the competition. [1]:64 To marginalize the chassis, strut tower pendants have been installed to tie oxen together, and a pair of V-trappers (used in all 1983-1993 Mustang convertibles) are attached in an X-pattern tied together. [1]:64 The Cobra R
features eibach springs that are a bit too stiff for the road, but perfect on the race track. [1]:62 The Cobra R also benefits from koni surprises and struts can barrel, helping to cement the train's reputation as a serious engine of guidance. [1]:62 The train also features a rotor-created 13-inch Kelsey-Hayes in front and a rotor-created 10.5-inch in [1]:64 According
to Neil W. Ressler, executive director of vehicle engineering for ford Motor Company at the time and one of the founding fathers of SVT, the 1993 Cobra R brake was the most expensive expensive never mounted on a Mustang. I bought a brek for the R model from my engineering budget. I want big brek, and we don't have them. Set it up the way it's not
capable. Unknown to the higher up at Ford, I spent like $2,100 each train to buy that big brek. But the last thing I want is a speeding car that doesn't stop. We ended up putting a good brek on all the vehicles [Cobra R]. [1]:64 The same 5.0L V8 of the street-spec cobra is used in the Race-ready Cobra R. However, the radiator is unique to the Cobra R, and the
cleaning tank has been installed for better conditioning. Cool power stereng (located behind the left kabus bezel) and engine oil conditioning are standard. [1]:64 The Cobra R wheels are actually a 17x8-inch five-wheel lug option from the 1994 Mustang GT that will be issued shortly, but they are painted in black gloss with chrome lug covers. Tayar standard is
Goodyear Gatorbacks. To provide a better front geometry train, a lower control arm than the 1994 Mustang was installed. [1]:62 Contrary to SVT's stated passion, many cobra R models are purchased by private collectors and never really driven, but some compete triumphantly in the International Motor Sports Association (IMSA) Firestone Grand Sport
Series and the Sports Car Club of America (SCCA) World Challenge Class B Series. [9]:126 Of the three Cobra R models produced, the 1993 model has the benefit of being the lightest and smallest. [1]:64 Only 107 Cobra R models were produced, and all were painted in vibrant Red Clearcoat. According to Ford's official announcement on April 7, 1993, the
Cobra R was produced to take on a Fox-bodied Mustang in great style, the best model of the last. [9]:126 According to SVT, each can go 0-60 mph at 5.7 seconds and perform a top speed of 140 mph. [1]:152 1993 Detailed Expenditure Number[1]:146 Cobra Hatchback Interior Black Vibrant Red Clearcoat Red Clearcoat Teallic Totals Opal Gray fabric 327 1
414 368 1,110 Black fabric 448 1 361 185 995 Grey Opal leather 1,079 7 1.0 00 802 8022,888 TOTAL 1,854 9 1,775 1,355 4,993 Cobra R Hatchback inland BlackBrant Red powered Clearcoat Teal Metallic Totals Opal Gray fabric 0 0 0 107 0 107 TOTAL 0 0 107 0 107 Total Expenditure Model Year Expenses 1993 Cobra Hatchback 4993 Cobra R Hatchback
107 TOTAL 5,100 1994-1995: SN-95 small block Cobra Motor vehicle SN-95 small block SN-95 small block Mustang Cobra1995 Cobra R (left) adjacent cobra model R (right)OverviewManufacturerSVTProduction1994-1995 model year11 .267 producedAssemblyDearborn, MichiganDesignerSpecial Vehicle Engineering (SVE)[1]:43Body and chassisBody
style2-door coupe2-door convertiblePowertrainEngine5.0 L small block V8Transmission5-speed T-5 in (2,573 mm)[10]Panjang181.5 in (4,610 mm)Width71.8 in (1,824 mm)HeightCoupe: 53.4 in (1,356 mm)Tukar: 53.3 in in 3,354 lb (1,521 kg)Exchangeable: 3,524 lb (1,598 kg) Ford introduced the newly re-designed 1994 Mustang in December 1993. [1]:31 It
was the first major re-government since the third-generation Fox-bodied Mustang was introduced in 1979. Known as Fox-4 (as it was based on the Fox platform as a 1994 model), the new 1994 Mustang was considered [by whom?] to be a broad upgrade to the outgoing 1993 model. [1]:31 New train journeys, controls, styles, ergonomics, and standard
equipment and options are all well augmented from the previous model. However, the Mustang is considered by some to be less fortunate in its class[required passage] as the Chevrolet Camaro Z/28 and Pontiac Firebird Formula and Trans Am, all re-designed for 1993, came to standard with 275 hp (205 kW),[1]:31 while the 1994 Mustang GT engine put
only 215 hp (160 kW). [1]:34 Therefore, a new SVT Cobra model was introduced to close the gap in achievement. Cobra 1994 was introduced midway through the model year with the same beef engine from Cobra 1993. With the actor's iron head GT-40 and lower retrieval and Cobra special retrieval,[1]:36 the power increased to 240 hp (180 kW). [1]:34
However, the actual output of the upgraded GT-40 Cobra engine may be higher. 34 Ford claimed 6.3 seconds to 60 mph and a top speed of 140 mph (225 km/h). Mustangs Muscle Magazine &amp; Fast Fords tested the power spoils of the 1994 Cobra and ran 0-60 mph in 5.7 seconds and tribal rocks in 13.87 moments at 99.49 mph. [1]:36 In the beginning,
the 1994 SVT Cobra could only be found as a power spoil, but the first factory-generated SVT Cobra to be exchanged was the Replica of the 1994 Indy 500 Pace Car. On the same day that the newly launched 1994 Cobra power spoils, SVT announced that it would build a Cobra convertible (the first factory-generated Cobra to be exchanged since the 1970
Shelby model) and that the new exchange had been chosen to address the Indianapolis 500 1994 (see next section). [1]:36 The new Cobra exchangeable, or Indy 500 Pace Car Replica, was provided later in the 1994 model year. SVT Cobra versus Mustang GT The 1994 Cobra begins the tradition of offering screening that distinguishes it from lower trim-
rated Mustang models. [1]:10 According to Jim Campisano's book Powered by SVT: Celebrates Ford's Decade of Achievement, below is a list of items that define the 1994 SVT Cobra apart from the 1994 Mustang GT:[1]:33 The body and appearance component of the facade is unique with rounded taillights (compared to the unique Complex Light GT
(Cobra only). Chrome Cobra badge on the front fender (versus the GT emblem). Unique rear spoiler with a corresponding LED stop light (versus non-LED stop light integrated into the decklid in the GT). 160-mph speedometer, white facing instrument plugs, and black letters (versus the 150-mph speedometer, black plug face, and white letter in the GT). GT).
shift knobs, boots, and parking brakes (Cobra only). Magnesium (Cobra)-only front seat cushion frame. Unique Cobra floor mats. Engine and gt-40 engine style 5.0L Cobra V8 (compared to High Output 5.0L V8 on GT). The 13-inch created front disc brake, a 11.65-inch rear disc with double-piston caliper, and a standard ABS (compared to 10.8 front disks, a
10.5-inch rear disc with a single calipers of pistons, and an ABS option on GT). Wheel cast-aluminum 17x8 inches unique. Standard Goodyear GS-C P255/45ZR17 Tires (compared to goodyear Eagle P225/55ZR16 standard on GT, P245/45ZR17 option on GT). Unique lurch tuning. The 1994 Cobra's internal paint and trim are available in three colors of
external paint,[11] as shown in the table below. The choice of interior colors are black cloth, saddle fabric, black leather, and saddle leather. [11] In 1994 the Cobra convertible (see next section of the Replica of the Indy 500 Pace Car 1994), the upper part of the vinyl is only available in saddle,[9]:17 and this convertible peak is the same applied to the usual
Mustang convert. NOTE: In the table below, the color of the paint marked with an asterisk (*) is an unclear paint. Paint Code Color E8 Rio Red Tinted Clearcoat UA Black Clearcoat ZR Crystal White* Internal Trim Code/ Material 2J Black fabric 2S Saddle fabric 4J Black Leather 4S Saddle Leather Deciphering VIN Code In table below, engine code (in thick)
is the only unique code that distinguishes the Cobra SVT from another Mustangs for the 1994 model year. Note that SVT Cobra and Mustang GT share the same code for body style/model number. [7] Digit Component Code Means 1 Country manufacturing 1 United States FA Manufacturer Ford Motor Company 4 Restriction system L Active safety belt with
driver and airbag front passenger 5 Types P Passenger vehicle 6-7 Body style/model number 4245 GT/Cobra coupeGT/Cobra convertible 8 Engine D. OHV EFIHorsepower: 240 hp (179 kW) @ 4800 rpmTorque: 285 lb⋅ft (4800 rpmTorque: 285 lb⋅ft (4800 rpmTorque: 285 lb⋅ft386 N⋅m) @ 4000 rpm 9 Check digits 0-9 or X Varies per VIN 10 Model year R
1994 11 Assembly Plant F Dearborn Assembly Plant 12-17 Sesame production numbers 100001-999999 Vary per vehicle 1994 basic price of SVT Cobra All prices below are US dollars when new vehicles are sold at Ford dealerships before any options are added. Model VIN Code MSRP Cobra seizure P42D $20,765[8]:342[6]:153 Indy 500 Pace Car
Replica P45D $26,845[8]:342[6]:3 153 1994 Indy 500 Pace Car Replica To celebrate Ford Mustang turns 30 years in 1994, the trio of SVT Cobra converts served as a beating car for the 78th Indianapolis race on May 29, 1994. The three cars were modified by Jack Roush at his store in Allen Park, Michigan, for heavy duty pacing on race day. Beat fitted with
a heavy-duty four-speed automatic transmission, racing fuels 15 gallons heavier rear springs (to accommodate the weight of television camera equipment), Halon fire extinguishing systems, rollbars with 50,000-watt strob lamps built inside, and distinctive lights in rear spoilers. Parnelli Jones, a seven-time Indy 500 contender who won the 1963 race, guided
the official train to the event. [9]:15, 17 To commemorate the special ceremony, SVT produced 1,000 Replicas of the Indy 500 Pace Train to buy for the public. All 1,000 trains are painted Rio Red and fitted with saddle leather insides and match saddle vinyl tops. This distinctive edition has an Indy 500 winged tayar logo embedded as a chrome cloisonné
badge on the decklid and embroidered on the front seat. A set of Official Pace Car decals come with each typical edition of Cobra. The damage was not installed at the refinery; instead, they are sent into the trunk and left in the buyer's favor to install it. [9]:15-7 There is a very small distinction between decals used by three official cars and replicas of decals.
The tayar logo on the official decal is white, and on replica decals, it is gray. [6]:153 SVT Mustang Cobra 1994 is only the third Ford Mustang selected for official pace car duty in the Indianapolis 500 race. Two more Mustangs serving as official Indy 500 pace cars were the first Mustang in 1964 and the newly re-designed Mustang in 1979. [8]:15 1994 detailed
spending numbers[1]:146[6]:154 Cobra Coupe Interior Crystal White Black Rio Red Number of Black Fabrics 268 331 333 932 Saddle fabric 123 13 130 208 461 Blacks 473 776 625 1,874 leather saddles 442 558 742 1,742 TOTAL 1,306 1,795 1.795 908 5,009 Cobra Convertible Interior/Roof Crystal White Black Rio Totals Leather Saddle/Saddle 0 0 1,000
1,000 TOTALS 0 0 1,000 1,000 Total 1994 Spending Model Year Out 1994 Cobra Coupe 5,009 Cobra Convertible 1,000 TOTAL 6,009 1995 Ford Mustang SVT Cobra 5.0 liters in England 1995 Cobra is basically a built-in 1994 model. The chrome SVT badge on the deklid is new to all SVT vehicles this year. A new vertical spat has been added to the main
edge of each rocker's panel joint to avoid rock damage to the lower body. [8]:283 The Cobra convertible returned this year for limited production of 1,003 units, and all were painted Black and fitted with saddle leather insides and Black exchangeable peaks. Newly available for the 1995 Cobra which can be exchanged is a hardtop option can be dated. This is
a one-year option only because of the price of $1,825 and 90 additional pounds of weight; Therefore, only 499 of the 1,003 Cobra converts built this year have this option. Removing or installing a hardtop is the work of two people, and this hardtop cannot easily match any other Mustang or Cobra that can be exchanged from this is because of the top
ciculpture mechanism of the fiber weapon and dome lighting Included with this option, an easy carrier that rolls four cases is justified for easier hardtop storage when it is not in use. This hardtop option was originally supposed to be an option available to all new 1994 Mustangs exchangeable, but it was suspended due to supply issues and quality control
concerns. [8]:283 This hardtop option can also be found in the 1995 Mustang GT exchangeable. The biggest news for 1995 was the return of the road laws, the race-ready SVT Cobra R (see next part). Paint and Interior Trim The 1995 Cobra can be found in the same three outer paint colors from 1994,[12] as shown in the schedule below. The choice of color
is the same as in 1994: black fabric, saddle fabric, black leather, and saddle leather. [12] In 1995 Cobra was interchangeable, the top of vinyl was only found in black,[12] and this exchangeable peak was the same used in regular Mustang converts. NOTE: In the table below, the color of the paint marked with asterisk (*) is unclear paint. Paint Code Paint Color
E8 Rio Red Tinted Clearcoat[10] UA Black Clearcoat ZR Crystal White* Deep Color Trim Cod / Material 2J Black fabric 2S Saddle fabric 4J Black Leather 4S Saddle leather Deciphering VIN code In the table below, the engine code (in bold) is the only unique code that distinguishes the SVT Cobra from other Mustangs for the 1995 model year. Note that the
SVT Cobra and Mustang GT share the same chords for the model's body style/number. [7] Meaningful Digit Component Code 1 Country manufacture 1 United States MANUFACTURER FA Ford Motor Company 4 System Restriction L Active safety belt with driver and passenger air bag in front of 5 Types of vehicleS P Passenger vehicles 6-7 Body style /
model number 4245 GT / Cobra coupeGT / Cobra exchange Trustworthy 8 Engine DC 5.0 L V8, OHV EFIHorsepower: 240 hp (179 kW) @ 4800 rpmTorque: 285 lb-ft (386 N-m) @ 4000 rpm5.8 L V8, OHV EFI (Cobra engine R)Horsepower: 300 hp (224 kW) @ 4800 rpmTorque: 365 lb-ft (495 N-m) @ 3750 rpm 9 Shrub digits 0-9 or X Different every VIN 10
Model year S 199 5 11 Dearborn Installation Factory F Dearborn Loji Installation 12-17 Berjujujukan 100001-999999 Different for each vehicle 1995 SVT Cobra base price All prices below are in US dollars when vehicles are sold new at Ford dealers before any existing options are added. Vin Code model MSRP Cobra coupe P42D $21,300[8]:343[6]:157
Cobra R coupe P42C $37,599[9]:131 Cobra convertible P45D $45D 25,605[8]:343[6]:157 Motor vehicle 1995 SVT Mustang Cobra ROverviewManufacturerSVTProduction1995 model year 250 producedAssemblyDearborn, MichiganDesignerSpecial Vehicle Engineering (SVE)[1]:43Body and chassisBody style2-door coupePowertrainEngine5.8 L Windsor V8
(1995 Cobra R)TR-3550 Delivery in (2,573 mm)Panjang181.5 in (4,610 mm)Width71.8 in in (1,339 mm) Stemming the weight of 3,326 lb (1,509 kg) After the un-expected success of the '93 R, SVT engineers developed a more powerful R model based on the 1995 Cobra. The top priority is addressing customer demand for larger, more powerful engine and
more fuel capacity. In response to the request, the SVT replaced the 5.0 L V8 Cobra with a customized version of Ford's 5.8-litre Windsor V8, re-engineered to produce 300 horsepower (220 kW), and installed a 22-litre fuel cell. To control the more powerful tork engine, a 5-speed Tremec 3550 manual transmission has been installed. See also manual T-5
speed 5. Again, heavy savings are instiated, so there are no rear seats, radios, power windows/seats, or cold eraser—nor kabus lamps, which are left to provide a channel to get cool air into the front brek cakera. Heavy-duty progressive-level springs, thicker stabilizer bars and front tower trappers help improve control of race tracks. The 95 R can only be
found in white with interior saddle fabrics, each with a unique centrally rated gentian hood high enough to clean the engine and induction system. Only 250 vehicles were built; Ford holds 18 examples for its fleet of newspapers and engineers. Unlike the 93 Cobra R, a person can only get a 95 R if they hold a valid match license (or have a race squad). This
designation was added after Ford discovered that most of the 93 R sold ended up in the hands of collectors. 1995 Detailed Spending Numbers[1]:146[6]:158 Cobra Coupe Interior Crystal White Black Rio Red Totals Black cloth 127 137 110 374 Saddle fabric 66 55 85 206 Black leather 498 760 535 1,793 Leather saddle 43 4 481 717 1,632 TOTAL 1,125
1,433 1,447 4,005 Cobra R Coupe Interior Crystal White Black Rio Red Totals Saddle fabric 250 0 250 TOTAL 250 NUMBER 0 0 250 Cobra Convertible Interior / Roof Crystal White Black Rio Total Saddles leather / Black 0 1,003 0 1,003 TOTAL 0 1,003 0 1,003 Total 1994-1995 Spending Model Year 1994 Cobra Coupe 5,009 Cobra Convertible 1,000 Total
6,009 1995 Cobra Coupe 4,005 Cobra R Coupe 250 Cobra Convertible 1,003 Total 5,258 TOTAL 11,267 1996-1998 : Vehicle SN-95 Modular Cobra Motor SN-95 ModularSVT Mustang CobraOverviewProduction1996–1998 model year28 .705 generatedAssemblyDearborn, MichiganDesignerTeam Mustang[1]:43Body and chassisBody style2-door coupe2-
door convertiblePowertrainEngine305hp 4.6 L DOHC Modular V8Transmission5-speed T-45 manualDimensionsWheelbase1 01.3 in (2,573 mm)Length182.5 in (4,636 mm)Width71.8 in (1,824 mm)HeightCoupe: 53.2 in (1,351 mm)Interchangeable: 53.3 in (1,354 mm)Stemming WeightCoupe: 3,391 lb (1,538 kg)Exchange: 3,531 lb (1,602 kg) for Ford
eventually retires the aging 5.0L V8 in the Mustang GT and SVT Cobra, replacing it with a new Aluminum 4.6L DOHC modular unit that is smoother and has better fuel 38 Started with the 1996 model year, each Cobra engine was installed by a two-man team at the Ford Romeo Engine Plant in Romeo, Michigan, a constant practice through the remainder of
the SVT Cobra production. [1]:37 Each engine has a label (then, a metal plaque on the Cobra 2003-2004 engine) which has the name and signature of both the engine builder. [8]:288 Romeo Engine,[1]:38 as it was called, produced 305 hp (227 kW) and 300 lb⋅ft (410 N⋅m) torches, allowing the new Cobra to go 0-60 mph in 5.9 seconds and perform a
quarter-mile in 13.99 seconds in 101.6 mph.[1], However, 15 Car and Driver Magazines were able to reach 60 mph in 5.4 seconds and miles of the quarter within 14.00 seconds at 102 mph during a comparative test in their December 1995 issue. [1]:41 The 1996 Cobra engine was lying on 6,800 rpm, with fuel closures occurring at 7,000 rpm. [13] Ford's
modular V8 began in 1992 ford Crown Victoria in preparation for an overhead-cam (SOHC), and then the engine really displayed its power potential with 32 valve, two overhead cams (DOHC), and 285 hp (213 kW) in the new Lincoln Mark VIII [1]:38 Modular engine aluminium block was removed in Italy by Textid, a firm that produces parts for Ferrari and
Formula One racers. [1]:38 SVT installed the Cobra 1996 with the manual transmission of Borg Warner T-45 5-speed,[13] which was also used in Mustang GT.[9]:73 (Tremec bought production rights for T-45 at the end of 1998, although the unit remained unchanged in terms of strength.) [6]:169 Paint and the internal trim of the Cobra 1996 are available in
four colors of external paint, as shown in the table below. The choice of interior color is the same as before: black fabric, saddle cloth, black leather, and saddle leather. On a convertible Cobra, the vinyl top is available in black, saddle, or white, and this convertible top is the same one used on a regular Mustang convert. [13] Color Paint Code E9 Laser Red
Tinted Clearcoat LF Mystic Clearcoat Metallic UA Black Clearcoat ZR Crystal White Clearcoat Trim Indoor Color Code / 4J Black Leather Material 4S Saddle leather 7J Black fabric 7S Saddle Fabric Deciphering VIN code Below, below, the code in return is unique to SVT Cobra for the 1996 model year, and this code distinguishes SVT Cobra from another
1996 Mustangs. [7] Digit Component Code Means 1 United States Manufacturing Country 2-3 FA Manufacturer Ford Motor Company 4 Restrictions L Active safety belt system with driver and airbag front passenger 5 Types P Passenger vehicles 6-7 Body style/model number 4647 CobraCobra coupe 8 Engine V 4.6 V8, V8 32-valve DOHC EFIHorsepower:
305 hp (227 kW) @ 5800 rpmTorque: 300 lb⋅ft (410 N⋅⋅ft (410 N⋅ft (410 N⋅⋅ftft (410 N⋅ft (410 N⋅ft (410 N⋅ft &lt;7&gt;m) @ 4800 rpm 9 Check digits 0-9 or X Varies per VIN 10 Model year T 1996 Dearborn Assembly Plant F Installation Plant 12-17 12-17 100001-999999 Different production numbers for each vehicle 1996 SVT Cobra base price All prices below
are US dollars when vehicles are sold new at Ford dealers before any existing options are added. Vin Model MSRP Cobra booty P47V $24,810[8]:343[6]:160 Cobra can exchange P46V $27,580[8]:343[6]:160 1996 Mystic Cobra To promote technological advancements and mechanical achievements of its new modular engine, Ford introduced Cobra Mystic
for 1996, which featured high-tech, color-switching paint formulated by BASF. Using the ChromaFlair pigment to switch colors from Flex Products, Mystic paint switches from green to amber to purple depending on the angle and availability of light. [9]:72-4 The process of investigation and construction for this paint took three years to prepare. [8]:287 Found
only in cobra coupes, the Mystical paint option cost $815 at the time, and the 1996 Mystic Cobra was the first expense vehicle to wear color-shifting refinery paint work. [9]:74 A total of 1,999 Mystic Cobras were produced,[9]:74 and of these, 1,990 had black parts and nine had deep parts of the black cloth. [1]:146-7[6]:161 Since paint continues to have a
distinctive proprietary use, any custom that stays tightly controlled and thus requires VIN endorsement through Ford's compliant agency stores to obtain distinctive paint to repaint any damaged area. [14] 1996 detailed production numbers[1]:146–7[6]:161 Cobra Coupe Interior Crystal White Black Laser Red Mystic Totals Black cloth 10 13 16 9 48 Saddle



cloth 4 10 4 0 18 Black leather 739 1,376 926 1,990 5.031 Saddle leather 676 725 994 0 2,395 TOTALS 1,429 2,124 1,940 1,999 7,496 Cobra Convertible Interior / Roof Crystal White Black Laser Red Mystic Totals Black cloth / Black 0 2 0 0 4 Black cloth / White 2 0 1 0 0 3 Saddle cloth / Saddle 1 1 1 0 3 Black leather / Black 144 664 362 0 1,170 Black
leather / Saddle 0 5 0 0 5 Black leather / White 59 2 13 0 74 Saddle leather / Black 11 158 36 0 205 Saddle leather / Saddle 220 222 536 0 978 Saddle leather / White 57 0 11 0 68 TOTALS 494 1,054 962 0 2,510 Total 1996 production Year Model Production 1996 Cobra Coupe 7,493 Cobra Convertible 2,510 TOTAL 10,003 1997 The The 1997 Cobra was
essentially a takeover of the 1996 model. Only astute observers noticed that honeycomb grilles than ever before were now absent to allow more airflow into larger radiators including throughout the Mustang lineup,[8]:290 and cobra 1997 had larger diameter fans. Also new is the cool-airring line that is exclusive to the SVT Cobra. [6]:164 The rear spoiler is
now an option, as it has been standard on all previous models. [8]:290 Cat and trim in The only other major changes the year 1997 is in the color palette. Cobra 1997 can be found in four outer colors, as shown in the schedule below. Deep selection just like what was offered in 1996: black fabric, saddle cloth, black leather, and saddle leather. In Cobra
exchangeable, the top of vinyl can once again be found in black, saddle, or white, and this exchangeable top is the same used in regular Mustang converts. [15] Paint Code Color E8 Rio Red Tinted Clearcoat PS Pacific Green Clearcoat Metallic UA Black Clearcoat ZR Crystal White Clearcoat Trim In Color / Material 4J Black leather 4S Saddle leather 7J
Black fabric 7S Saddle Fabric Deciphering VIN code In the schedule below, The code in the back is unique to the SVT Cobra for the 1997 model year, and this code distinguishes the SVT Cobra from other 1997 Mustangs. [7] Meaningful Digit Component Code 1 Country manufacture 1 United States 2-3 MANUFACTURER FA Ford Motor Company 4 System
Restriction L Active safety belt with driver and passenger air bag in front of 5 Types of vehicle P Passenger vehicles 6-7 Body style / model number 4647 CobraibleCobra coupe 8 Engine V 4.6 V8, V8 32-injap DOHC EFIHorsepower: 305 hp (227 kW) @ 5800 rpmTorque: 3 410 lb-ft (410 N-m) @ 4800 rpm 9 Shrub digits 0-9 or X Different every VIN 10 Model
year V 1997 11 Factory Installation F Dearborn Assembly Plant 12-17 Numbers 100001-999999 Different expenses for each vehicle 1997 SVT Cobra base price All prices below are UNITED STATES dollars when vehicles are sold new at Ford dealers before any existing options are added. Model VIN Code MSRP Cobra coupe P47V $25,335[8]:343[6]:163
Cobra convertible P46V $28,135[8]:343[6]:163 1997 detailed production numbers[1]:147[6]:164 Cobra Coupe Interior Crystal White Black Rio Red Pacific Green Totals Black cloth 20 43 39 0 102 Saddle cloth 47 7 13 27 94 Black leather 817 1,641 1,131 0 3,589 Saddle leather 659 678 811 1,028 3,176 TOTALS 1,543 2,369 1,994 1,055 6,961 Cobra
Convertible Interior / Roof Crystal White Black Rio Red Pacific Green Totals Black cloth / Black 2 14 6 0 22 Saddle cloth / Black 1 2 0 0 3 Saddle cloth / Saddle 4 0 7 4 15 Saddle cloth / White 3 0 0 0 3 Black leather / Black 190 840 416 0 1,446 Black leather / Saddle 7 12 0 0 19 Black leather / White 76 1 13 0 90 Saddle leather / Black 4 92 15 0 111 Saddle
leather / Saddle 258 219 466 365 1,308 Saddle leather / White 61 0 2 8 71 TOTAL 606 1,180 925 377 3,088 Total Expenditure Model Year 1997 Cobra CoUpe 6,961 Cobra Convertible 3,088 TOTAL 10,049 1998 Cobra 1998 continues to remain virtually unchanged from previous model years. A significant change is the wheel, similar to the cast-aluminum
unit used in the 1995 Cobra R.[8]:291 Only this time, the wheel pieces were painted gray,[6]:166 and the wheels were 17x8-inches, instead of the 17x9-inch version of the 1995 Cobra R.[1]:151-2 Tayar was the same BF version of goodrich comp T/A as before. [1]:151-2 Other minor changes include the console where digital clock pods are installed
dashboards have been deleted, and the hourly functionality is then integrated into the digital display of the radio. [6]:166 Also, the standard premium sound system now includes a single-disk CD player. [6]:166 This is also the last year of the return-style fuel system, as it was replaced with a newer system without a return for 1999. The 1998 Cobra's inner
paint and trim are available in five external colors,[16] as shown in the table below. Chrome Yellow was added midyear in the 1998 Cobra. [16] [1]:41 Internal options are the same as ever: black cloth, saddle cloth, black leather, and saddle leather. [16] However, the skin pattern changed. [6]:166 On a convertible Cobra, the top of the vinyl is again available in
black, saddle, or white,[16] and this convertible peak is the same applied to the usual Mustang convert. NOTE: In the table below, the paint color marked with an asterisk (*) is available in the middle. Color Paint Code BZ Chrome Yellow Clearcoat* E9 Laser Red Tinted Clearcoat K7 Bright Atlantic Blue Clearcoat Metallic UA Black Clearcoat ZR Crystal White
Clearcoat Internal Color Code/ 4J Black Le Skin 4S Saddle 7J Black Fabric 7S Saddle Fabric Deciphering code VIN the code in bold pillars is unique to SVT Cobra for the 1998 model year, and this code distinguishes SVT Cobra from other 1998 Mustangs. [7] Digit Component Code Means 1 United States Manufacturing State 2-3 FA Manufacturer Ford
Motor Company 4 Restrictions F Active belt safety system with driver and passenger front airbag Second Generation 5 Types P Passenger vehicle 6-7 Body style/model number 4647 CobraibleCobra coupe 8 Engine V 4.6 V 32-valve DOHC EFIHorsepower: 305 hp (227 kW) @ 5800 rpmTorque: 300 lb ⋅ft (410 N⋅m) @ 4800 rpm 9 Check digits 0-9 or X Varies
per VIN 10 Model of the year W 1998 11 Assembly Plant 12 –17 Seamd production numbers 100001-999999 Vary per vehicle 1998 base price of SVT Cobra All prices below are US dollars when new sold vehicles at Ford dealerships before any options are added. Model Code VIN MSRP Cobra coupe P47V $25,710[8]:344[6]:165 Cobra converted P46V
$28,510[8]:344[6]:165 1998 detailed production number[1]:147-147-68[8[6]:165 1998 detailed production numbers[1]:147-8[8[6]:165 1998 detailed production numbers[1]:147-8[8[6]:165 1998 detailed production numbers[1]:147-8[6]:165 1998 detailed production numbers[1]:147-8[8]:165 1998 detailed production number[1]:147-8[8[6]:165 1998 detailed
production number[1]:147-88[8[6]:165 1998 production number 6]:166 Cobra Cobra Coupe Interior Crystal White Black Laser Red Chrome Blue Atlantic Total Black Fabric 8 6 5 5 10 34 Saddle fabric 10 2 5 0 0 17 17 Skin 506 1,334 675 704 53 3,782 Leather saddles 434 356 551 0 0 1,341 TOTAL 958 1,708 1,236 709 563 5,174 Cobra Convertible
Interior/Roof Crystal White Black Laser Red Chrome Red Chrome fabric / Black 0 0 1 5 1 7 Fabric black / White 0 1 0 0 1 2 Saddle fabric / Saddle 0 0 2 0 0 2 Fabric Saddle / White 1 0 0 0 1 Leather Black / Black 218 967 340 542 542 2,291 Black leather / Saddle 0 11 0 0 0 11 Black leather / White 46 1 3 8 23 81 Saddle leather / Black 6 61 12 0 0 79 Saddle
leather / Saddle 267 215 484 0 0 966 Saddle leather / White 40 0 0 0 0 40 TOTALS 578 1,256 842 555 249 3,480 Total 1996–1998 production Year Model Production 1996 Cobra Coupe 7,492 Cobra Convertible 2,510 Total 10,002 1997 Cobra Coupe 6,961 Cobra Convertible 3,088 Total 10,049 1998 Cobra Coupe 5,174 Cobra Convertible 3,480 Total 8,654
TOTAL 28,705 1999–2002: New Edge Modular Cobra Motor vehicle New Edge ModularSVT Mustang CobraOverviewProduction1999, 2001 model years15,346 producedModel years1999-2001AssemblyDearborn, MichiganDesignerTeam Mustang[1]:43Body and chassisBody style2-door coupe2-door convertiblePowertrainEngine320hp 4.6 L DOHC Modular
V8Transmission5-speed T-45 manual (1999)5-speed TR-3650 manual (2001)DimensionsWheelbase101.3 in (2,573 mm)Length183.5 in (4,661 mm)Width73.1 in (1,857 mm)HeightCoupe : 53.2 in (1,351 mm)Exchangeable: 53.5 in (1,359 mm)Stemming weightCoupe: 3,430 lb (1,556 kg)Exchangeable: 3,560 lb (1,615 kg) For model year 1999, Ford returns
the fourth-generation Mustang using Ford's New Edge design language. [1]:44, 47[8]:293 The facelifted train features newly re-designed body panels that follow ford's new style direction around the world. Therefore, the outback was essentially a takeover of the 1994-1998 Mustangs, and most of the shares could be weighed down. All 1999-2004 SVT Cobras
featured free rear hangings, unique to cobra only. [17] An endless new fuel system was used that helped Ford meet tightening release standards. The new Cobra 1999 has a 4.6L DOHC V8 engine that is upgraded to 320 hp (239 kW) and 317 lb-ft (430 N-m) tork. [17] However, when the new Cobras 1999 were put through their rent by their new owners, it
was revealed that 0-60 mph was slower than the 1998 model equipped with setanding, and the dyno test suggested that the advertised power output was closer to 285 hp (213 kW), although Ford claimed that the engine eissued 15 hp more than the 1998 Cobra engine. Because of this anger, on August 6, 1999, Ford halted the sale of all unsold 1999
Cobras to dealer lots and recalled all 1999 Cobras that had been sold. Ford replaces retrieval manifolds, certain computer components, and ekzos systems from the compacter exchanger to the tail to reach the correct 320 hp on the crankshaft. [1]:47[18]:8[8]:294 The 1999 Cobra paint and trim can be found in four outer paint colors, as shown in the schedule
below. The choice of deep color is limited to two offerings: dark charcoal and simple parchment. A standard leather seat is the same preferred leather unit used in a Mustang GT but without the logo the horse ran anonymously in the front seat. Cloth chairs are no longer offered in Cobra, as they are never popular with buyers in previous model years. In Cobra
it can be exchanged, the top of vinyl can be found in black, parchment, or white, and the top that can be exchanged is the same used in ordinary 1999 Mustang exchangeable. [17] Color Paint Chords E8 Rio Red Tinted Clearcoat SW Electric Green Clearcoat Metallic UA Ebony Clearcoat ZR Ultra White Clearcoat Trim Cod Color DH Skin Parchment Simple
DW Dark Charcoal Skin Deciphering VIN cod In the schedule below, the code in the back is unique to the COBRA SVT for the 1999 model year, and this code distinguishes the SVT Cobra from other 1999 Mustangs. [7] Code Of Meaningful Digit Components 1 Country manufacture 1 United States 2-3 Manufacturer FA Ford Motor Company 4 Restrictions F
Active system safety belt with driver and passenger front air bag Second Generation 5 Vehicle Type P Passenger vehicle 6-7 Body style / model number 4647 CobraibleCobra coupe 8 Engine V 4.6 V 32-injap DOHC EFIHorsepower: 320 hp (239 kW) @ 6000 rpmTorque: 317 lb ft (430 N-m) @ 4750 rpm 9 Shrub digits 0-9 or X Different each VIN 10 Model
year X 1999 11 Factory Installation F Dearborn Assembly Plant 12–17 Production numbers 100001-999999 Different prices for each 1999 SVT Cobra base price All prices below are US dollars when vehicles are sold new at Ford dealers before any existing options are added. Model VIN Code MSRP Cobra coupe P47V $27,470[8]:344[6]:167 Cobra
convertible P46V $31,470[8]:344[6]:167 1999 detailed production numbers[1]:148[6]:167–8 Cobra Coupe Interior Ultra White Ebony Rio Red Electric Green Totals Dark Charcoal 472 1,204 734 185 2,595 Medium Parchment 322 412 478 223 1,435 Other 0 3 7 0 10 TOTALS 794 1,619 1,219 408 4,040 Cobra Convertible Interior / Roof Ultra White Ebony Rio
Red Electric Green Totals Charcoal / Black 278 1,287 598 89 2,252 Charcoal / Parchment 0 9 0 0 9 Charcoal / White 63 8 16 10 97 Parchment / Black 2 134 28 11 175 Parchment / Parchment 349 317 608 208 1,482 Parchment / White 38 0 0 0 38 Other 1 0 1 0 2 TOTALS 731 1,755 1,251 318 4,055 Total 1999 production Year Model Production 1999 Cobra
Coupe 4,040 Cobra Convertible 4,055 TOTAL 8,095 A stock 1999 SVT Cobra convertible. Pay attention to the taillights and the original chrome wheel. Rear view of the 1999 SVT Cobra (with customized wheels and seating). 1999 SVT Cobra with a Simple Parchment inside. Pay attention to the customized seats and seats. 1999 SVT Cobra engine with
customized pick-up and battery life. Stock the 17x8-inch silver wheel 1999 SVT Cobra with brek stock. Motor vehicle 2000 SVT Mustang Cobra ROverviewManufacturerSVTProduction2000 model year 300 produces 2000AssemblyDearborn model year, MichiganDesignerTeam Mustang[1]:43Body and chassisBody style2-door coupePowertrainEngine385hp
5.4 L DOHC Modular V8(2000 Cobra (2,573 mm) Length183.5 in (4,661 mm)Width73.1 in (1,857 mm)Height52.2 in (1,326 mm)Stemming weight 3,590 lb (1,628 kg) Cobra R with hood opened For 2000, SVT Cobra R returns for limited expenditure of 300 units. [19] [6]:170-1 As a standard 2000 Cobra was cancelled due to problems with cobras 1999, the
Cobra R was a single high-grade Mustang SVT for the 2000 model year. The new Cobra R comes standard with a 5,409 cc (5.4 L; 330.1 cu in) DoHC V8 engine with a redline of 6,500 rpm rated at 385 bhp (390 PS; 287 kW) at 5,700 rpm and 385 lb-ft (522 N-m) tork at 4,500 rpm [1]:152-3 However, free dino tests have shown that the Cobra R produces rear
wheel output that is almost commensurate with both numbers, suggesting the engine may have been reduced. The cast-iron block is based on the 5.4L block that Ford used in its crust at the time. [1]:72 The cylinder head was later used in the 2005-2006 Ford GT, although slightly customized. [1]:138-9 Some sources claim that the Australian FPV GT engine
is very similar to the Cobra R refinery. Therefore, it does not have much of the filledness that cobra standards enjoy. [1]:77 This model has no radio/audio equipment, no cold air, no cruise control, and no rear seats. [19] Each of the 300 units produced featured the outer part of Performance Red and the dark charcoal inside with recaro baldi fabric chairs. [19]
Cobra R 2000 has some distinguishing visual features and achievements that distinguish it from the standards of 1999 or 2001 Cobra. Hud's power dome is higher than the standard Cobra hood, and it has cut gills to help reduce the temperature of the engine plot. [1]:70 The rear spoiler is tall and wide, providing much needed downforce at track speed. [1]:77
The Cobra R is equipped with an Eibach spring that lowers the train 1.5 inches in front and 1.0 inches out back. [1]:78[8]:297 This model also uses Bilstein shocks and struts, a Brembo 4-piston front caliper that acts on a 13-inch rotor cooled by a large channel, together with a race-style fuel cell that clearly protrudes under the mustang V6-style rear bumper.
[1]:78[8]:296-7 The front Fascia is decorated with a low riding separator and may date. [1]:77 The wheel is also uniquely styled, silver painted, five-spoke, 18-inch (460 mm) x 9.5-inch (240 mm) alloy with the KD BF Goodrich G-Force. [1]:78[8]:296-7 Hand-built SVT engines using distinctive DOHC cylinder heads, trumpet-style pick-up manifolds, aggressive
camshafts, short tube clenched to Cobra speakers, X Bassani, and borla's unique two-out ekzos system, are connected by large fuel cells. [1]:72, 77, 78 This model also features 3.55 gear, gerodisc gerodisc differentiates with the speed and sensitivity of the torch, and the manual transmission of the 6-speed Tremec T-56 close speed with drag race or the
use of road courses. [1]:78[8]:296 Despite this close ratio, the Cobra R 2000 also enjoyed a top speed of 177 mph (282 km/h). [1]:153 Some famous manufacturers of after-market performance divisions for Mustang are involved in the project, including Recaro, Brembo, McLeod, Eibach, BF Goodrich, Tremec, Borla, Funds, Federal Mogul, and K&amp;N
(among others). [1]:70–9[8]:296-8 Below is a list of sections on the Cobra R 2000 that are different from the standard 1999 Cobra: External Only available as a coup. Only available in Performance Red (paint the ES code). V6-style rear bumper without exhaust cuts. Fuel cells 20 gallons of Fuel Safe, visible from behind and sideways. Borla's side exhaust,
because standard exhaust is not suitable due to fuel cells. Large unique wings behind the decklid. Wheeler five speech 18 inches. Removable splits on the front page. The backlight is black, which became standard in all of the 2001-2004 Mustangs. Fog lights are left (airways to the front brake instead). Special hood with large domes to clean large intake.
The antenna is left behind (covered with a black piece of plastic). Interior Only available in Dark Charcoal (DW trim code). Recaro chairs frothy fabrics (adjustable manually). Delete the backseat. No air conditioning. No radio. There are no nav browsing controls. Drivetrain engine 5.4L DOHC V8 based on the Ford truck engine. Delivery Tremec T-56 6-speed.
3.55:1 gear. Hydro-mechanical key differential. The 13-inch Brembo creates a brake disc with 4-piston calipers at the front. Vented brake disc on the back. Eibach's shock was special and springs, dropping off the car by 1.5 inches in front and 1.0 inches behind. Quick word on Cobra SVT 2000 that never... Due to the 1999 Cobra performance debacle, the
Standard 2000 SVT Cobra was pulled from production, only to return in 2001 assessed on true 320 hp.[1]:47[18]:8[8]:294 Production of the SVT Cobra R run (see below) Ford still printed the leaffire for the Cobra 2000, with the December 1999 print date, four months after the 2000 model was officially cancelled. The reason for this is because these leafies
are talking about the upcoming Cobra R 2000. According to the 2000 Cobra flyer, if the Cobra 2000 has been produced, it will be available in six external paint colors: Crystal White Clearcoat, Ebony (Black) Clearcoat, Laser Red Tinted Clearcoat, Medium Atlantic Blue Clearcoat Metallic, Silver Clearcoat Metallic, and (most famous) Mys [19] Apparently,
Mystic Gold should be available [19] After the 1996 Mystic Cobra, the Mystic Gold Cobra 2000 would be the second time that colour-shifting paint was used on the Cobra. Alleged Mystical Gold paint has been color transition from orange burns to gold to yellow for green pale. Unfortunately, Ford made some changes to the drawing process for the 2001
model year, and mystic Gold paint was incompatible with the new process. [1]:48 Therefore, the 2000 Mystic Gold Cobra has never seen the light of day, but the prototype painted photos of Mystic Gold will forever be commemorated in the 2000 Cobra flyer. [19] In addition to the paint color, the standard SVT Cobra 2000 pretty much brought the 1999 model.
Even the interior should be the same as in 1999. Only two choices of color, dark charcoal, and moderate parchment, should be offered again. [19] Paint and the Internal trim of the Cobra R 2000 are only available in one color of external paint, as shown in the table below. The choice of a single interior color is dark charcoal. The standard Recaro cloth bucket
seat has a chic red R with an interconnected Cobra logo embedded in the front seat. [19] Paint Color Paint Code ES Performance Red Clearcoat Trim Internal Code Color DW Dark Charcoal with bucket seat Recaro Fabric Defines VIN code In the table below, the code in bold balls is unique to SVT Cobra R for the 2000 model year, and this code
distinguishes SVT Cobra R from others [7] Digit Component Code Means 1 United States Manufacturing 1 United States 2-3 FA Manufacturer Ford Motor Company 4 Restrictions system F Active belt safety with driver and passenger front airbag Second Generation 5 Types P Passenger vehicle vehicle 6-7 Body style/model number 47 Co. coupe 8 Engine H
5.4 L8, 32-valve DOHC EFIHorsepower: 385 hp (287 kW) @ 5700 rpmTorque: 385 lb⋅ft (522 N⋅m) @ 4500 rpm 9 Check digits 0-9 or X Varies per VIN 10 Model year Y 2000 11 Dearborn Assembly Plant 12-12-2 17 Sequential production number 100001-999999 Varies for each vehicle 2000 price is on the US dollar when a new sold vehicle at a Ford
dealership before any available options are added. MODEL VIN Code MSRP Cobra R coup P47H $54,995[9]:136 Backrest driver seat SVT Cobra R Recaro 2000. The Cobra R 2000 SVT central console with deleted radio and A/C, but is modified with aluminum knobs. The 2000 Cobra R SVT engine, modified with MM casser/camber plate and firepower
adjuster for clutch. 2001 Although the Cobra 2001 shared almost all the same components of the 1999 cobra, a number of changes were made including: The Windsor Aluminium Block Textid Block of The Engine Block was converted from the Textid block to the Windsor Aluminum Plant (or WAP) block. THE WAP block is considered weaker than the
previous Textid block. Some 2001 Cobras received textid blocks, either from the factory or as a replacement motor. In the picture on the right, pay attention to the extra ribs designed to convey strength to the weaker WAP. Also that hatching in the Textid valley is square, while WAP has a spicy hatch. Revised cylinder heads. Cobra's owners have reported
marking noises or pings coming from the driver's head of their car. Due to insufficient cooling around the #6/#7/#8 valve causing the valve to overheat and therefore the seat is incorrect, Ford improved the situation by removing the technical services bulletin (TSB#03256/NHTSA#10008278 and TSB#03164/NHTSA#10003118) to remove and replace the
affected head with a version featuring a better cooling flow. Cobra-specific chairs with a combination of leather bolsters, Alcantara (microfiber-like suede) are silent, and larger headrests. [20] 1999 Cobras had a regular Mustang GT seat. The rear bumper sounded COBRA[20] rather than MUSTANG as in the 1999 Cobra. The rear badge on the trunk lid was
changed to read SVT[20] rather than the COBRA SVT as in The Cobra of 1999. New steering wheel and upgraded Mach audio system. [20] Wheeler for both the Cobras 1999 and 2001 was 17x8-inch. The five-speech silver aluminium wheel is available in 1999 and 2001, and the same design chrome wheel is an option available for Cobra 2001. [20] The
contagion of Tremec T-45 in 1999 was replaced by the contagion of Tremec TR-3650 in 2001. [20] The axe and distinguishing appetization was changed from 28 splines in 1999 to 31 splines in 2001. [20] The rear deckling spoiler was redesigned. [20] A 1999 two-piece audio unit comprising a radio with a separate tape deck and single-CD player was
upgraded to a single, single, 6-disc disk unit in 2001. [20] The console and central trim were redesigned. [20] Buttons for fog lights, rear window defrosters, and anti-skid systems are transferred to panels under the new radio unit. [20] Emergency brakes are fitted with skin boots to cover the cuts in the console. [20] Flashlights have been converted from
chrome backgrounds to black backgrounds. [20] Newer flashlights are sometimes referred to as smoked or tinted, but this refers only to black backgrounds. The real lens is obvious for both years. This black flashlight was actually first used on the Cobra R 2000 and then across the entire Mustang lineup for the 2001 model year. The color of the odometer
digits and cluster lighting of the instruments is slightly changed. [20] With the list of changes above, the Cobra 2001 was able to go 0-60 mph in 5.4 seconds and perform quarter-miles in 13.8 seconds at 102 mph. These cars are electronically limited to a top speed of 150 mph.[1]:152 Paint and the internal trim of The 2001 Cobra are available in eight
external paint colors, as shown in the table below. only two color options are deep: dark charcoal (the interior is dark charcoal with a seat that has a dark charcoal skin enhanced with simple alcantara graphite inserts) or a simple simple parchment the inside is a simple plot, but the seat has brown skin enhancing the skin with a simple parchment of Alcantara
inserts). The Cobra emblem on the front seat has been disulami with a slightly darker color than the suede scales to provide a subtle contrast. In Cobra exchangeable, the top of vinyl can be found in black, parchment, or white, and the top that can be exchanged is the same used on fixed 2001 Mustang exchangeable. [20] Paint Color Chords B7 Zinc Yellow
Clearcoat E9 Laser Red Tinted Clearcoat ES Achievement Red Clearcoat L2 True Blue Clearcoat Metallic TK Mineral Grey Clearcoat Metallic UA Ebony Clearcoat YN Silver Clearcoat Metallic ZR Crystal White ClearCoat Trim Code Deep Color CH Brown Brown skin with Parchment Alcantara Simple Inserts Dark Charcoal CW skin with Inserts Alcantara
Graphite Simple Solid Disconnect VIN code In the schedule below, the code in hurus is unique to the COBRA SVT for the 2001 model year, and this cod distinguishes the SVT Cobra from other 2001 Mustangs. [7] Code Of Meaningful Digit Components 1 Country manufacture 1 United States 2-3 Manufacturer FA Ford Motor Company 4 Restrictions F Active
system safety belt with driver and passenger front air bag Second Generation 5 Vehicle Type P Passenger vehicle 6-7 Body style / model number 4647 CobraibleCobra coupe 8 Engine V 4.6 V 32-injap DOHC EFIHorsepower: 320 hp (239 kW) @ 6000 rpmTorque: 317 lb-239 kW ft (430 N-m) @ 4750 rpm 9 Shrub digits 0-9 or X Different each VIN 10 Model
year 1 2001 11 Factory Installation F Dearborn Assembly Plant 12–17 Production numbers 100001-999999 Different prices for each 2001 SVT Cobra base price All prices below are US dollars when vehicles are sold new at Ford dealers before any existing options are added. Model VIN Code MSRP Cobra coupe P47V $28,605[8]:344 Cobra convertible
P46V $32,605[8]:344 2001 detailed production numbers[1]:149 Cobra Coupe Interior Crystal White Ebony Performance Red Laser Red Zinc Yellow True Blue Silver Mineral Grey Totals Dark Charcoal 227 827 226 330 347 229 556 459 3,201 Medium Parchment 146 152 0 226 0 87 0 55 666 TOTALS 373 979 226 556 347 316 556 514 3,867 Cobra
Convertible Interior / Roof Crystal White Ebony Performance Red Laser Red Zinc Yellow True Blue Silver Mineral Grey Totals Charcoal / Black 125 759 130 238 316 163 431 356 2,518 Charcoal / White 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 Parchment / Black 6 52 0 13 0 12 0 26 109 Parchment / Parchment 180 131 0 297 0 117 0 0 725 TOTALS 343 942 130 548 316 292 431
382 3,384 Total 2001 production Year Model Production 2001 Cobra Coupe 3,867 Cobra Convertible 3,384 TOTAL 7,251 About 100 vehicles were partly built in the US and sent to Australia for the right-hand and final set-up by the Ford Tickford Experience (FTE). Vehicle based on SVT 2001 2001 specifications Other changes include additional guidance
lights in the lower front fascia to meet Australian lighting specifications, and stereng being moved to the right of the train. It is part of a $4 million program by Ford Australia[21] to combat Holden rival Monaro, which eventually formed the 2004-2006 Pontiac GTO reborn principle in the United States. For more information on Cobras Australia 2002, see 2002
Mustang Cobra. Total Spending Model Year 1999-2002 1999 Cobra Coupe 4,040 Cobra Convertible 4,055 Total 8,095 2000 Cobra R Coupe 300 Number 300 2001 Cobra Coupe 3,867 Cobra Convertible 3,384,38451 Total 100 TOTAL 15,746 (including exports) 2003-2004: Terminator Cobra Motor Vehicle Terminator (Supercharged)Modular SVT Mustang
CobraOverviewManufacturerSVTProduction2003-2004 model year19,140 producedAssedebombly, 140 producedAssedebombly, 140 producedAssedebombly, 140 producedAssedebombly, MichiganDesignerSVT Engineering[1]:43Body and chassisBody style2-door coupe2-door convertiblePowertrainEngine390hp 4.6 L 3 Supercharged DOHC Modular
V8Transsion6-speed T-56 manualDimensionsWheelbase101.3 in (2,573 mm)Length183.5 in ( 4.661 mm)Width73.1 in (1,857 mm)HeightCoupe: 52.5 in (1,334 mm)Exchange: 52.9 in (1,344 mm)WeighingCoupe: 3.334 mm 665 lb (1,662 kg)Interchangeable: 3,780 lb (1,715 kg)ChronologySuccessor2007 Shelby GT500 Debuting in spring 2002, Cobra 2003
comes supercharged, 32-injap DOHC, The 4.6-litre V8 engine is rated at 390 hp (291 kW) and 390 lb-ft (530 N-m) tork. [22] A cod called Terminator by the SVT development crew led by John Coletti,[18]:22 many improvements have been made to powertrains and boosters to control the increased power of previous model inventories. Cast-iron blocks were
used, instead of the previous Teksid aluminum units, with stronger interiors including Zollner pistons and Manley H-rasuk connect rods that had been customized with wrist pin oil holes by SVT engineers. [22] This increase was critical to supporting the 8 psi (0.55 bar) stimulation delivered from the eaton M-112 root type supercharger stock. [22] Other entices
include the use of a lightweight aluminum flywheel connected to the six-speed Tremec T-56 transmission, a rear axe ratio of 3.1, and a more powerful half 31 spline with a re-reviewed upper and lower arm. [22] This modification allowed the Cobra to go 0-60 mph at 4.5 seconds and do a rock tribe at 12.67 seconds at 110.11 mph. [1]:152 Although
electronically administered to a top speed of 153 mph, cobra refinery stockpiles may reach highs of just under 180 mph if the governor is issued. Cobra 2003 boasts visual and functional enhancer designed by Camilo Pardo, chairman of ford GT supercar designer [18]:24-5 This external difference includes a new front fascia with integrated spoilers and front
brake airways, new back with a black insert that visually integrates an ekzos pipe, a composite hud with a two-function heat extractor, newly designed side sides, and a foldable side view mirror painted in a commensurate body color. [18]:26-30 A side skirt is designed specifically for the Terminator Cobra body kit, which features a slick body line from the door
to the bottom of the train. As a visual departure from the 1999, 2000, and 2001 Cobras (no 2002 Cobra models), featuring Canadian Mustang taillights with a side-by-side amber turn cue, Cobras 2003-2004 uses a standard red Mustang taillight with a cross-turn signal. The SVT also introduced a new 17x9-inch capable five-wheel, which is contained in a
standard aluminum front-to-front engine with a metal or chrome painted pocket of choice. Finally, terminator cobra is a new decklid spoiler with a stacked LED brek light, compared to the wing-type spoilers seen in previous Cobras and Standard Mustang V6 and GT models. It is an option to suppress spoilers, and brek lamps are then integrated into the deck
using conventional menthol. [22] The paint and trim of the model year towards the end of the model year, Cobra 2003 was offered in ten outer paint colors, but initially, it could be found in seven colors. Early 2003 Cobras built between May and September 2002 were produced simultaneously with the 2002 Mustang V6 and GT models. Since Satin Silver and
Mineral Grey were the colors of 2002, they were replaced with Silver Metallic and Dark Shadow Grey Metallic, respectively at the beginning of the usual 2003 Mustang production on September 29, 2002. Redfire Metallic replaced Torch Red only because it was a new color for the 2003 model year; However, Torch Red will make a reappearant appearance at
the end of the model year on the 10th Anniversary Edition (see next part). All 2003 Cobras have an inside dark charcoal section. The chairs are raised with Dark Charcoal Nudo skin enhancing and comfortable inserts in either Simple Graphite (light gray) or Simple Parchment (tan). The Cobra emblem on the front seat has been disulami in a color
commensurate with the deep suede; However, on the 10th Anniversary Edition, this same emblem was disulami in dark charcoal-colored threads to be different from the distinctive red leather inserts. In Cobra can be exchanged, the part of the canvas that can be exchanged whether black or parchment depends on the color of the insertion of the selected
suede seat, and in the Exchangeable 10th Anniversary Edition, the top of the canvas can be exchanged only in black. [22] [18]:162, 166 NOTE: In the schedule below, the color of the paint marked with asterisk (*) can be found at the beginning of the usual 2003 Mustang production on September 29, 2002. Paint Code Color B7 Zink Yellow Clearcoat CX Dark
Shadow Grey Metallic* D3 Torch Red Clearcoat G2 Redfire Clearcoat Metallic* SN Sonic Blue Clearcoat Metallic TK Mineral Grey Clearcoat Clearcoat TL Satin Silver Clearcoat Metallic UA Ebony Clearcoat YN Silver Clearcoat Metallic* Z1 Oxford White Clearcoat Trim Kod Dalamn Warna M2 Kulit Nudo Charcoal Dark with Simple Grafite inserted MH Dark
Charcoal Nudo skin Equal to Simple Parchment comfortable inserts MR Dark Charcoal Nudo skin with Colorado Red skin sowing Deciphering VIN code In the schedule below, the code in hurpai is unique to the COBRA SVT for the 2003 model year, and this code distinguishes the SVT Cobra from other 2003 Mustangs. [7] Meaningful Digit Component Code
1 Country manufacture 1 United States 2-3 Manufacturer FA Ford Motor Company 4 Restrictions F Active system safety belt with driver and passenger front Air Beg 5 Type vehicle P Passenger vehicles 6-7 Body style / model number 4849 Cobra coupeCobra can exchange 8 Engine Y Supercharged 4.6 L V8, 32-injap DOHC EFIHorsepower: 390 hp (291
kW) @ 6000 rpmTor inkues: 390 lb-ft (530 N-m) @ 3,500 rpm 9 Shrub digits 0-9 or X Different-mel each VIN Model 10 Year 3 2003 11 Factory Installation F Dearborn Assembly Plant 1 2–17 No. 100001-999999 Different expenses for each vehicle 2003 SVT Cobra base price All prices below are US dollars when vehicles are sold new to Ford dealers before
any existing options are added. VIN Model MSRP Cobra Booty P48Y $33,460[8]:344 Cobra may exchange P49Y $37,835[8]:344 2003 10th Anniversary Edition For 2003, SVT offers Cobra Limited 10th Anniversary edition to commemorate the first ten years of SVT Mustang Cobra in 1993. [1]:61[9]:89–91 This train features seven uniquely spoken, dark-
painted, 17-inch alloy wheels; The inside of Dark Charcoal with red Colorado leather inserts on the seat; red silent in the door panel; calipers brek are red; and a typical 10th birthday badge on deklids and floormats. [22] [1]:61 Also included is a distinctive carbon fiber patterned leather wrapped around the shifter; holders of brek anxiety; and at stereng at
positions 10, 2, and 6 hours. [1]:60 The Birthday Model was the first Cobra to feature a stereng with a pole at 10 and 2 hours. The SVT produced 2,003 units (the same number as the model year) at the end of the model year in June and July 2003, totaling 1,003 spoils and 1,000 exchangeables. [23] The 10th Anniversary model is only available in three outer
colors: Black (775 models), Torch Red (734 models), and Silver Metallic (494 models). [18]:163-4 The 10th Anniversary Edition Package (order cod 375A) is a $1,495 option. [9]:89[8]:344 2003 detailed spending numbers[18]:163-4 Cobra Coupe Interior Oxford White Ebony Torch Red Redfire Zinc Yellow Sonic Blue Satin Silver Mineral Grey Silver Dark
Shadow Grey Totals Graph comfortable 451 1,618 214 758 490 1,029 242 302 735 851 6,690 Parchment disaman 170 0 23 0 0 0 701 Red skin 0 381 365 0 0 0 0 257 0 1.003 TOTAL 6212,251 638 955 490 1,052 242 302 992 851 8,394 Cobra Convertible Interior Oxford White Ebony To Red Redfire Zinc Yellow Sonic Blue Satin Silver Mineral Grey Dark
Silver Number of Graphite woven 171 1,095 157 414 319 340 81 154 311 446 3,488 Parchment disaman 137 190 56 196 0 15 0 0 0 594 Red skin 0 394 369 0 0 0 0 237 0 1,000 NUMBER 308 1,679 582 610 319 355 81 154 548 446 5,082 Total 2 Spending Model Year Expenses 2003 Cobra Coupe 8,394 Cobra Convertible 5,082 TOTAL 13,476 2004 2004
svt cobra booty 2004 is a built-in Cobra 2003 but with some pack now small, including a slightly updated ekzos system and an increased wind message of 20+ horsepower compared to the 2003 model. [24] The addition of a new cross-border switching light was distributed by a $1,000 gas guzzler tax imposed on the 2003 model. One notable new option
across Ford's lineup is the Sirius satellite radio available; distinguishing feature between the 2003 and 2004 refinery sound systems was the SAT link in the 2004 system. [25] Cobra 2004 was produced between November 2003[26] and March 2004. It was a short model year for Cobra Terminator 2004, as well as the entire 2004 Mustang lineup, for several
reasons. The 2004 Mustangs and Cobras were the last Mustangs to be built at Ford's historic Dearborn Installation Plant in Dearborn, Michigan, and Ford Motor Company has made the decision to end mustang spending there instead of packaging the refinery for the 2005 model. Therefore, the 2004 expenditure is scheduled to be wrapped up by May 2004.
Another reason is the fanfare over the new 2005 Mustang, which means that Ford needs to start production as quickly as possible at the newly packaged Flat Rock Installation Plant in Flat Rock, Michigan, later known as AutoAlliance International. [18]:147–9, 166 The 2004 Cobra paint and trim can be found in eight outer paint colors,[27] as shown in the
schedule below. Zinc Yellow was replaced by Screaming Yellow[25] stretching the Mustang line-up for 2004; However, Sonic Blue Metallic and Dark Shadow Grey Metallic can still be found in regular 2004 Mustangs. [25] These seats are raised with Dark Charcoal Nudo skin enhancing and comfortableening the scales in either Dark Charcoal or Medium
Graphite. [27] Simple silent parchment is no longer offered. The Cobra emblem on the front seat has been disulami in simple graphite colored threads regardless of the color of the suede inserts chair; However, in the Cobra Mystichrome (see next part), this same symbol was disulami in dark charcoal thread to be different from the typical Mystichrome leather
scales. In all 2004 Cobra can exchange, the top part can exchange canvas only in black, regardless of the color and material of the seat sowing. [27] CY CY Color Paint Orange Clearcoat D3 Torch Red Clearcoat D6 Shouts Clearcoat Yellow G2 Redfire Clearcoat Metallic G6 Mystichrome Clearcoat Metcolic UA Ebony Clearcoat YN Silver Clearcoat Metcoat
Metallic Z1 Oxford Whitecoat Trim Indoor Code Color M2 Dark Charcoal Nudo leather with Medium Graphics Inserts MD Dark Charcoal Nudo skin with Mystichrome leather insert MW Dark Charcoal Nudo skin with Dark Charcoal Charcoing moal inserts VIN Code In the table below, the code in bold flat is unique to SVT Cobra for the 2004 model year, and
this code distinguishes the Cobra SVT from other 2004 Mustangs. [7] Digit Component Code Means 1 United States Manufacturing Country 2-3 FA Manufacturer Ford Motor Company 4 Restriction of F Active system safety belt with driver and front passenger Air Second Generation Bag 5 Type vehicle P Passenger vehicle 6-7 Body style/model number 4849
Cobra coupeCobra convertible 8 Engine Y Supercharged 4.6 32-valve DOHC EFIHorsepower: 390 hp (291 kW) @ 6000 rpmTorque: 390 lb⋅ft (530 N⋅m) @ 3500 rpm 9 Check digits 0-9 or X Varies per VIN 10 Model year 4 2004 11 Dearborn Assembly Plant 12–17 Seamd production number 100001-999999 Varies per vehicle 2004 base price of SVT Cobra
All prices below are US dollars when new vehicles are sold at Ford dealerships before any options are added. Model VIN Code MSRP Cobra seizure P48Y $34,575[8]:345 Convertible Cobra P49Y $38,950[8]:345 2004 The Mystichrome Cobra Limited Edition 2004 Mystichrome Cobra began at the 2003 New York International Auto Show[28] alongside 40th
Anniversary models Mustang GT and V6 2004. According to the SVT media statement, the Mystichrome Cobra was produced to help commemorate mustang's 40th birthday. [26] The SVT recognised the importance of this milestone, and shortly after the success of the 1996 Mystic Cobra, SVT worked with Ford product planners and external vendors to build
the ultimate special edition Cobra. [28] DuPont was commissioned to work on better color transition paint formulation which is easier to use and match. The resulting Mystichrome paint, sold to a BASF that eventually supplied paint to Ford, contained a ChromaFlair pigment that gave a shift from bright topaz green to cobalt blue, then for royal purple, and
eventually to deep black onyx. [28] A large amount of metal aluminium debris was added to give Mystichrome paint some spark. Paint was called 2004 Ford Mustang Cobra MystiChrome Metallic and costs, at the time, about $150 per pint. [29] Since Mystichrome paint is still very expensive, any type of external damage to the car is financially problematic. If
the damaged Mystichrome Cobra requires repainting in a reputable Ford dealer's body store, Ford's mother Dearborn desired to bring personally and supervisor the use of distinctive paints. The damaged car must be confirmed that it is a factory built by Mystichrome Cobra. Once the body shop is finished using Mystichrome paint, all discolored paint must be
re-inserted and sealed, and ford workers are re-surveyed to Dearborn with discolored paint. SVT teamed up with Garden State Tanning to produce Mystichrome skin[9]:76 found in train seats and stereng at positions 10, 2, and 6 hours. The production process for Mystichrome skin includes tanning and dying black jet skin, spouting Mystichrome paint
continuously into the skin, and tapping it with a clear coating to protect and prevent damage to the skin painted Mystichrome. [28] Like Cobra's 10th Anniversary 2003, Mystichrome Cobra features stereng with a 10th and 2nd hour. Mystichrome Cobra comes standard with 17-inch capable five-wheel chrome. [27] Mystichrome Cobra was produced between
December 2003 and January 2004. A total of 1,010 Mystichrome Cobras were produced, 515 power spoils and 495 converts. [30] The Mystichrome Appearance Package (order cod 68M), as it was officially invoked by Ford, was only a $3,650 option. [26] The ultimate history of svt operation Terminator Cobra and John Coletti has been captured in the non-
fixation book Iron Fist, Lead Foot by Frank Moriarty. The front of the 2004 Mystichrome Cobra power spoils. Seat of the power spoil Mystichrome Cobra 2004. The back of the Power Of Mystichrome Cobra 2004. 2004 detailed spending numbers[18]:165-6 Cobra Coupe Interior Oxford White Ebony Torch Redfire Competition Oren Scream Mystichrome Totals
Charco suede 196 610 313 318 281 299 324 0 2,341 Graphite disaman 120 210 164 191 00 227 0 912 Leather mystichrome 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 515 515 TOTAL 316 820 477 509 281 299 551 515 3,768 Cobra Convertible Interior Oxford White Ebony Torch Redfire Competition Orange Screaming Silver Mystichrome Totals Charcoal 308 132 159 72 167 172 0
1,104 Graphite woven 34 84 35 50 00 94 0 297 Skin mystichrome 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 495 495 TOTAL 128 392 167 209 72 167 266 495 1,896 2003–2004 Engine SVT Cobra Total 2003-2004 Spending Model Year 2003 Cobra Coupe 8,394 Cobra Convertible 5,082 Total 13,476 2004 Cobra Coupe 3,768 Cobra Convertible 1,896 Total 5,664 TOTAL 19,140
Wikimedia Commons references have media related to Ford Mustang SVT Cobra. General 1993 Ford SVT Mustang Cobra R Images Ford SVT Mustang Cobra R 1993 Images, taken in 2012. CarandDriver.com Vehicle Achievement. Ford SVT Mustang Cobra Ford SVT Mustang Cobra supersite information. IronFistLeadFoot.com 2003-2004 Ford SVT
Mustang Cobra Terminator information and image program. Mystichrome.com the Mystichrome Cobra 2004 information page. Official page. Ford Achieved on 8 March 2006. Specific ^ a b c e e h i k l m o a n r u v i y z aa ab ad af ah aj ak al am ao ap aq ar as in au av aw aw ay az ba bb bc bd bf bg bh bi b bk bl bl bs bs bt bu bv bw bx Campisano, Jim
(2003). Powered by SVT: Celebrates Ford's Decade of Achievement. Dearborn, MI: Ford Motor Company. ISBN 0-7607-4219-7. ↑ History of SVT. Reached on 17 Jun 2010. ↑ 1993 SVT Mustang Cobra. performance.ford.com. Achieved on December 27, 2019. ↑ Auto Editor User Guide (February 25, 2007). 1993 Ford Mustang Cobra. Reached on December
27, 2019. ↑ Cobra 1993 specification. Reached on August 9, 2013. ↑ a b c e e h i j k l m o o r s t u v y z aa ab ac Sessler, Peter C. (2000). Mustang Red Book: 1964 1/2 to 2000. Osceola, WI: MBI Publishing Company. ISBN 0-7603-0800-4. ↑ a b e e i j k Gunnell, John (2002). Standard Ford catalog: 1903–2003. Iola, WI: Publishing Krause. p. 599. ISBN 0-
87349-452-0. ↑ a b c e e i j i k l m o r r s u v y z aa ab ae af ag ah aj ak Mueller, Mike (2007). Mustang Complete Book: Every Model Since 1964 1/2. St. Paul, MN: Motorcycle book. ISBN 978-0-7603-2838-5. ↑ a b c e e h i j k m m o Bowling, Brad; Heasley, Jerry (2006). Mustang Special Edition. Iola, WI: Publishing Krause. ISBN 978-0-89689-234-7. ↑ b 1995
Ford Mustang Cobra SVT Data Sheet. oldcarbrochures.org. p. 2. Reached on October 1, 2020. ↑ b Ford Motor Company, New Vehicle Brochure (Nov 1993). 1994 Ford SVT Mustang Cobra. ↑ b Ford Motor Company, New Vehicle Brochure (Nov 1994). 1995 Ford SVT Mustang Cobra. ↑ b Ford Motor Company, New Vehicle Brochure (July 1995). 1996 Ford
SVT Mustang Cobra. ↑ SVT Cobra Recognition Guide, treatise SVT News 1996 ^ Ford Motor Company, New Vehicle Brochure (August 1996). 1997 Ford SVT Mustang Cobra. ↑ a Ford Motor Company, New Vehicle Brochure (August 1997). 1998 Ford SVT Mustang Cobra. ↑ b Ford Motor Company, New Vehicle Brochure (Dis 1998). 1999 Ford SVT
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